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Abstract: The magnetizing inductance of the medium frequency transformer (MFT) impacts the
performance of the isolated dc-dc power converters. The ferrite material is considered for high power
transformers but it requires an assembly of type “I” cores resulting in a multi air gap structure of
the magnetic core. The authors claim that the multiple air gaps are randomly distributed and that
the average air gap length is unpredictable at the industrial design stage. As a consequence, the
required effective magnetic permeability and the magnetizing inductance are difficult to achieve
within reasonable error margins. This article presents the measurements of the equivalent B(H) and
the equivalent magnetic permeability of two three-phase MFT prototypes. The measured equivalent
B(H) is used in an FEM simulation and compared against a no load test of a 100 kW isolated dc-dc
converter showing a good fit within a 10% error. Further analysis leads to the demonstration that
the equivalent magnetic permeability and the average air gap length are nonlinear functions of the
number of air gaps. The proposed exponential scaling function enables rapid estimation of the
magnetizing inductance based on the ferrite material datasheet only.

Keywords: average air gap length; dc-dc power converters; gapped magnetic core; magnetic
permeability; magnetizing inductance; medium frequency transformer

1. Introduction

The medium frequency transformer (MFT) is one of the key components in the isolated dc-dc
converters [1–4] related to: smart grids [5], photovoltaic power plants [6], wind power plants [7], and
electric vehicle charging [8,9]. The three-phase topology is considered for high power applications
where the high power density and high efficiency are required. In [10,11], an analytical approach
was proposed to compare multi-phase dc-dc topologies. In [12], the single-phase and three-phase
topologies were compared. A 10 kVA 1 kHz three-phase MFT prototype was reported in [13], and a
2 kVA 100 kHz three-phase MFT was reported in [14]. A 5 MW three-phase converter was presented
in [15] but using three single-phase MFTs. The general circuit diagram of the three-phase isolated dc-dc
converter is composed of two voltage source converters (VSC), and an MFT is presented in Figure 1.
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dc (LLC) converter [1,16,17], the magnetizing inductance has a significant effect on the zero voltage 
switching (ZVS) [18–20], but it may be difficult to achieve within reasonable error margins [21]. The 
maximum value of the magnetizing inductance should take into account the drain-source capacitance 
Cds of the MOSFET (or other power semiconductor switch). It should ensure the magnetizing current 
sufficient to charge and discharge the Cds during the dead time of a VSC leg. In the dual active bridge 
(DAB) converter [2,22], the magnetizing inductance should not increase the VSC current and it should 
be considered at low operating power. 
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Figure 1. Three-phase isolated dc-dc converter circuit diagram; Cr is the optional resonant capacitor. 

The operating frequency of the 100 kilowatt class isolated dc-dc converters is considered in the 
range from few kilohertz to tens of kilohertz [23–25]. The voltage and current fundamentals and 
harmonics influence the design of the MFT magnetic core and windings. The choice of MFT magnetic 
core material should be done according to the material properties and cost. The performance factor, 
which is defined as a product of the frequency and flux density at a specified core loss density, is 
used to compare different types of core materials [26,27]. The amorphous and especially 
nanocrystalline materials are preferred in the low and medium frequencies due to the high flux 
density [28,29]. On the other hand, the main advantage of ferrite cores is their low power loss, which 
makes them an attractive material for the construction of medium and high frequency transformers 
[30,31]. The ferrite also offers low cost in terms of material and transformer assembly. In [32], the 
ferrite core MFT was considered for an optimized dc-dc converter operating at a few kHz. Finally, 
the ferrite seems as a good candidate for the short term industrialization of the high power 
three-phase MFT. However, the construction of a ferrite magnetic core for high power MFT requires 
an assembly of type "I" cores since the C-cores or E-cores do not exist for large transformers. This 
results in a multi air gap structure of the magnetic core. 

The influence of the air gap on the transformer magnetic properties in LLC converters was 
analysed in [33,34]. It was assumed that the air gap length was known and controlled in the MFT 
design process. The considered air gaps had relatively large size in order to reduce the slope of the 
B(H) curve and to minimize the influence of magnetic saturation on the magnetizing inductance 
value. The influence of the air gap length on the equivalent magnetic permeability, magnetic 
reluctance and magnetizing inductance in ferrite core transformers was analysed in [35–38]. The 
influence on the core and winding power loss was studied in [39–41]. All the analysed cases 
considered a single and uniform air gap of a known length. The analysis of a single but non-uniform 
air gap in toroidal cores was presented in [42,43]. The influence of the number of uniform air gaps 
with a controlled size on the magnetic properties and transients in a current transducer was 
considered in [44]. 

In the transformer core structure characterized by a construction periodicity (ferromagnetic 
material—air gap, ferromagnetic material—diamagnetic material, etc.), it is possible to utilize the 
homogenization technique or multiscale methods in the description of magnetic properties 
(reluctance of homogenized core, equivalent magnetic permeability, equivalent B(H), etc.). The use 
of the homogenization technique in the finite element method (FEM) analysis of step-lap joints in 
steel sheet transformers was proposed in [45]. The homogenization technique was further developed 

Figure 1. Three-phase isolated dc-dc converter circuit diagram; Cr is the optional resonant capacitor.

The performance of the converter highly depends on the MFT and its equivalent circuit parameters.
The leakage inductance has a significant influence on the operation of the converter and the specified
value is usually well achieved in the MFT development process. In the LLC resonant dc-dc (LLC)
converter [1,16,17], the magnetizing inductance has a significant effect on the zero voltage switching
(ZVS) [18–20], but it may be difficult to achieve within reasonable error margins [21]. The maximum
value of the magnetizing inductance should take into account the drain-source capacitance Cds of the
MOSFET (or other power semiconductor switch). It should ensure the magnetizing current sufficient
to charge and discharge the Cds during the dead time of a VSC leg. In the dual active bridge (DAB)
converter [2,22], the magnetizing inductance should not increase the VSC current and it should be
considered at low operating power.

The operating frequency of the 100 kilowatt class isolated dc-dc converters is considered in the
range from few kilohertz to tens of kilohertz [23–25]. The voltage and current fundamentals and
harmonics influence the design of the MFT magnetic core and windings. The choice of MFT magnetic
core material should be done according to the material properties and cost. The performance factor,
which is defined as a product of the frequency and flux density at a specified core loss density, is used
to compare different types of core materials [26,27]. The amorphous and especially nanocrystalline
materials are preferred in the low and medium frequencies due to the high flux density [28,29]. On
the other hand, the main advantage of ferrite cores is their low power loss, which makes them an
attractive material for the construction of medium and high frequency transformers [30,31]. The ferrite
also offers low cost in terms of material and transformer assembly. In [32], the ferrite core MFT was
considered for an optimized dc-dc converter operating at a few kHz. Finally, the ferrite seems as a
good candidate for the short term industrialization of the high power three-phase MFT. However, the
construction of a ferrite magnetic core for high power MFT requires an assembly of type “I” cores since
the C-cores or E-cores do not exist for large transformers. This results in a multi air gap structure of the
magnetic core.

The influence of the air gap on the transformer magnetic properties in LLC converters was
analysed in [33,34]. It was assumed that the air gap length was known and controlled in the MFT
design process. The considered air gaps had relatively large size in order to reduce the slope of the
B(H) curve and to minimize the influence of magnetic saturation on the magnetizing inductance value.
The influence of the air gap length on the equivalent magnetic permeability, magnetic reluctance and
magnetizing inductance in ferrite core transformers was analysed in [35–38]. The influence on the
core and winding power loss was studied in [39–41]. All the analysed cases considered a single and
uniform air gap of a known length. The analysis of a single but non-uniform air gap in toroidal cores
was presented in [42,43]. The influence of the number of uniform air gaps with a controlled size on the
magnetic properties and transients in a current transducer was considered in [44].

In the transformer core structure characterized by a construction periodicity (ferromagnetic
material—air gap, ferromagnetic material—diamagnetic material, etc.), it is possible to utilize the
homogenization technique or multiscale methods in the description of magnetic properties (reluctance
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of homogenized core, equivalent magnetic permeability, equivalent B(H), etc.). The use of the
homogenization technique in the finite element method (FEM) analysis of step-lap joints in steel sheet
transformers was proposed in [45]. The homogenization technique was further developed in 2D FEM
of steel sheet cores [46–48] and amorphous cores [49]. The multiscale methods were proposed in the
analysis of the magnetic properties of transformer cores in [50]. In order to increase the accuracy of
magnetic computations, a higher order FEM [51] and a step-wise method were proposed [52].

In all the presented references, it was assumed that the air gap length or the diamagnetic material
dimensions were known. However, during the core assembly, the core experiences different mechanical
constraints, which are required to ensure its integrity. This impacts the magnetic properties [53] and
changes the core structure near the air gaps. In many cases, these changes are difficult to determine,
especially once the core is assembled.

According to the authors’ knowledge, a study of multiple air gaps in the ferrite core transformers,
enabling an efficient MFT design for the isolated dc-dc converters, has not been reported. In this
article, it is proposed the analysis of the number of air gaps on the equivalent B(H) and the equivalent
magnetic permeability. It is considered that different MFTs have a similar probability distribution of
the average air gap length. The authors propose an experimental approach to the determination of
the equivalent B(H), implying that the physical phenomena as: nonlinearity, fringing effect, structure
dissymmetry, technological aspects, etc. are taken into account.

The novel aspects of this work includes:

• Determination of the equivalent B(H) and the equivalent magnetic permeability in a three-phase
multi air gap ferrite core MFT.

• Demonstration that the equivalent magnetic permeability and the average air gap length of the
multi air gap ferrite core MFT are nonlinear functions of the number of air gaps.

• Proposal of an exponential scaling function, enabling a rapid estimation of the magnetizing
inductance based on the ferrite material datasheet only.

The multi air gap medium frequency transformer prototype is presented in Section 2. The
measurement of the magnetic flux in the function of the magnetizing current and the calculation of the
equivalent B(H) and the equivalent magnetic permeability are presented in Section 3. The finite element
simulation of the MFT no load test, using the measured equivalent B(H), is presented in Section 4. The
FEM simulation result is compared with an experimental measurement on a 100 kW 1.2 kV 20 kHz
dc-dc converter in Section 5. The results are analysed and discussed in Section 6, where the influence
of the number of air gaps on the equivalent permeability and the average air gap length are presented.
A scaling function enabling a rapid estimation of the magnetizing inductance is proposed.

2. High Power Medium Frequency Transformer

2.1. MFT Prototypes

The authors have developed two three-phase MFT prototypes for a 100 kW 1.2 kV 20 kHz dc-dc
converter. The dc-dc converter is presented in details in [54]. The three-phase structure is still novel in
the MFT applications with very little demonstrators. The specifications of two MFT prototypes T1 and
T2 are presented in Table 1. The MFT T1 can operate in delta and star vector groups whereas the T2 in
star only. The winding of both transformers is made of the same litz wire composed of 3870 strands of
0.1 mm diameter.
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Table 1. Specification of the medium frequency transformer prototypes for the nominal operating conditions.

Parameter T1 Dd T1 Yy T2 Yy

Phase voltage (V) 980 566 566
Phase current (A) 36 65 65

Core flux density (T) 0.22 0.15 0.27
Winding current density (A/mm2) 1.2 2.1 2.1

Dimensions of active parts (cm) 67 × 20 × 35 45 × 20 × 30
Total weight (kg) 57 36

The MFT T2 is presented in Figure 2 and its design is detailed in [55]. In particular, a significant
difference between the calculated and measured magnetizing inductance is highlighted. This shows
the important influence of the parasitic air gaps on the magnetizing inductance.
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Figure 2. Medium frequency transformer prototype T2 showing primary winding terminals: 1*-1, 2*-2,
3*-3, secondary winding terminals: 4*-4, 5*-5, 6*-6, three columns A, B, C, and additional auxiliary coils
AUX1 and AUX2 for flux measurement (blue wire around the yoke).

2.2. Magnetic Core

The magnetic core of the MFT prototypes is made of MnZn ferrite 3C90 from Ferroxcube. The core
is assembled with I-cores measuring 25 mm × 25 mm × 100 mm each. The core assembly is presented
in Figure 3. In this core design, the I-cores are not interleaved. It can be seen that the core involves
multiple parasitic air gaps. Moreover, due to manufacturing tolerances, the I-core is not an ideal
rectangular cuboid and its dimensions vary from one sample to another. This causes the non-uniform
parasitic air gaps in the core. There are at least two types of parasitic air gaps: perpendicular and
longitudinal to the axis of the magnetic flux path. The authors claim that the parasitic air gap size is
unpredictable at the industrial design stage and that it cannot be modelled precisely. In Appendix A,
some example views of the ferrite core assembly are presented. It can be seen that the air gap length
varies from almost zero to about 0.5 mm. Consequently, the use of material datasheet in the calculation
of effective magnetizing inductance leads to significant errors. However, the magnetizing inductance
or the equivalent B(H) can be measured on the transformer prototype. Such a measurement can be
helpful in a new transformer design with a similar core assembly.
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Figure 3. Medium frequency transformer core assembly composed of elementary I-cores: T1 (left) and
T2 (right).

3. Equivalent B(H) Measurement

3.1. Measurement Setup

The nonlinear magnetic properties of core material are represented by the magnetic permeability,
which relates the magnetic flux density B with the magnetic field strength H. The nonlinear magnetic
properties of a transformer core can be described by the current-dependent flux linkage characteristics
Ψ (i) using the experimental approach. From the flux linkage characteristics, the B(H) curve can be
determined under certain simplifying assumptions. The measurement of Ψ (i) hysteretic characteristics
for inherently asymmetric three-phase transformer with three columns was proposed in [56]. In
this approach to determine Ψ (i) characteristics for each winding, only two phases are excited in a
special manner.

A dedicated static B(H) measurement setup was developed as presented in Figure 4. It is composed
of a high current AC power supply, oscilloscope and probes. The primary and secondary windings
of each phase were connected in series in order to achieve a high magnetomotive force (MMF). The
windings of two columns were connected in anti-parallel so that their MMFs add together. Two
additional auxiliary coils (AUX1 and AUX2) were placed on the yoke allowing the measurement of the
magnetic flux in the core (see the blue wire in Figure 2) and minimizing the magnetic coupling in the
air. The voltage of the remaining winding (so-called zero-coil) is measured in order to verify that the
magnetic flux coupled with this winding is close to zero.
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For each MFT prototype, three measurements were performed according to the winding
configurations presented in Table 2. The frequency of the power supply in the static B(H) measurement
setup was set to 100 Hz. This value was considered in order to minimize the effect of eddy currents
(considering a high frequency material as ferrite) and to achieve good performance of the available
power supply.

Table 2. Winding configurations of the equivalent B(H) mearement circuits.

us uaux u0 Magnetic Flux Path

A + B AUX1 C
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The waveforms of the magnetic flux density B(t) and the magnetic field strength H(t) were
calculated with:

H(t) =
Nexc[i1(t) + i2(t)]

lm
(1)

Φ(t) =

T∫
0

uaux(t)dt (2)

B(t) =
Φ(t)

NauxAc
. (3)

where i1 and i2 are the current of the first and second excitation winding respectively, Nexc is the
number of turns of each excitation winding, lm is the average magnetic circuit length (visualized in
Table 2), uaux is the voltage of the auxiliary coil placed on the yoke, T is the period of the excitation
voltage, Φ is the core magnetic flux, Naux is the number of turns of the auxiliary coil, and Ac is the
average cross-section of the core.
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3.2. Measurement Results

The measured waveforms for the example case where the C and A windings of T2 are supplied
are presented in Figure 5a. The measurement was performed with the transformer temperature equal
to ambient at 25 ◦C. It can be observed that the supply voltage is close to sinusoidal. The currents in
two excitation windings show the core saturation. Their amplitudes are slightly different due to a
difference in winding impedance. The amplitude of the zero-coil voltage is relatively low.
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Figure 5. Waveforms of the T2 supplied with C and A windings: (a) measured supply voltage us,
excitation currents i1 (C) and i2 (A), auxiliary coil voltage uaux (AUX1) and zero coil voltage u0 (B);
(b) magnetic flux of the auxiliary coil Φaux (AUX1) and magnetic flux of the zero coil Φ0 (B).

Figure 5b presents the waveforms of the magnetic flux calculated according to (2). The Φaux

correspond to the main magnetic flux in two side columns and two yokes. The Φ0 corresponds to the
magnetic flux in the central column. It is observed that the magnetic flux in the central column is below
5% of the main flux so it seems fair to neglect it.

Thanks to (1) and (3), the magnetic field strength H and the magnetic flux density B are calculated.
In Figure 6, the resulting B(H) is plotted for the positive values of H. The B(H) is separated into the
upward and downward curves, which are then interpolated with piecewise linear functions in order to
facilitate the data analysis. The anhysteretic B(H) curve is calculated as the average of the interpolated
upward and downward curves and further filtered to achieve a smooth curve adequate for further
processing. Moreover, the coercive field Hc and remanent flux density Br can be captured.
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3.3. Synthesis of Equivalent B(H) Measurement

The measurement process presented in the previous section was repeated for the MFT T1 and T2
for the cases with the supply of windings: A and B, B and C, and C and A, according to Table 2. The
measured equivalent anhysteretic B(H) and relative permeability µr(H) are presented in Figure 7. The
3C90 datasheet curves [57] are plotted for comparison. As expected, a significant difference between
the datasheet and the measurement is observed. There is a difference between T1 and T2 since they
have a different core assembly, T1 having more parasitic air gaps than T2 (see Figure 3). For each MFT,
the equivalent B(H) differs slightly for different measurement circuits. This proves that the parasitic air
gaps are randomly distributed in the core assembly. For each transformer, the authors arbitrarily select
the solid line curve (CA) as the reference B(H) for the whole core.
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4. Finite Element Simulation

4.1. Finite Element Model

A 3D MFT T2 model was developed in Ansys Maxwell. A simplified transformer geometry
was considered. The model was divided into three computational domains as shown in Figure 8.
The Ω1 domain is the volume of the windings, the Ω2 domain is the volume of the core, and the Ω3

domain consists of the air surrounding the MFT. In this model, it is assumed that the magnetic core is
homogenized. It means that the core components: ferrite, air gaps and also glue, impregnation resin,
etc. form a homogenous material. In a similar manner, the winding is also homogenized.

The Maxwell’s equations for the defined domains have the form:

∇×H =


j in Ω1
↔
σE in Ω2

0 in Ω3

(4)

∇× E = −
∂B
∂t

;∇•B = 0; B = ∇×A (5)
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where
↔
σ is the electrical conductivity tensor:

↔
σ =


σxx(x, y, z) 0 0

0 σyy(x, y, z) 0
0 0 σzz(x, y, z)

 (6)

The permeability tensor, which for nonlinear properties describes the relation between dB and dH
in the constitutive equation, can be expressed as:

↔
µ =


µ0 in Ω1
↔
µcore in Ω2

µ0 in Ω3

(7)

where
↔
µcore is the magnetic permeability tensor:

↔
µcore =


µxx(x, y, z) 0 0

0 µyy(x, y, z) 0
0 0 µzz(x, y, z)

 (8)

It was assumed that the ferrite core has isotropic electrical and magnetic properties. Hence, the
electrical conductivity and magnetic permeability tensors have the form:

↔
σ =


σc 0 0
0 σc 0
0 0 σc

;↔µcore =


µc 0 0
0 µc 0
0 0 µc

 (9)

where σc = 0.25 S/m (at 25 ◦C) and µc = dB/dH are defined in the previous section (Figure 7b, curve
T2 CA). In Ansys Maxwell, the material conductivity enables the calculation of eddy current effects.
However, it can be noticed that the ferrite conductivity is low so the eddy current effects do not have a
significant impact on the magnetic field and core power loss.
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Figure 8. 3D MFT model divided into three computational domains: Ω1 volume of the windings
(orange), Ω2 volume of the homogenized core (grey) and Ω3 air surrounding the MFT (white).

4.2. Magnetic Simulations

In order to perform a magnetic transient simulation, the finite element model was coupled with
an equivalent circuit model. A no load test was considered, as presented in Figure 9. The coupling
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between the finite element model and the equivalent circuit model is done through the nonlinear
inductances L1, L2 and L3, which correspond to the primary winding. The voltage sources model the
VSC square output voltage, and Rp is the primary winding resistance.
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Figure 9. MFT no load test equivalent circuit model coupled with the finite element model through the
nonlinear inductances L1, L2 and L3.

The magnetic transient simulation result is presented in Figure 10. The MFT phase voltage is
presented, being a typical VSC output voltage waveform. The MFT primary current is presented in
steady-state. This result will be further used to validate the measured equivalent B(H).
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Figure 10. MFT no load test magnetic transient simulation result: primary phase voltage
(top) and primary current (bottom); the dashed vertical line indicates the time instant for the
magnetostatic simulation.

In Figure 11, the magnetostatic simulation result corresponding to the time instant defined by the
dashed line in Figure 10 is presented. The magnitude of the flux density is plotted on the core surface
and the maximum value of 0.27 T is observed, as expected. In Figure 12, the magnetic field strength
and the magnetic flux density are plotted along the path defined by the dashed line in Figure 11. The
different values of quotient B/(µ0H) in the central and the right column can be observed due to the
nonlinearity of the B(H) curve.
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Figure 11. Magnetic flux density B magnitude on the core surface with the current excitation i1 = −2.76
A, i2 = −1.93 A, i3 = 4.69 A; the dashed line indicates the magnetic flux path in the centre of the core.
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5. Experimental Verifications

5.1. Converter Test Bench

The power converter test bench was developed for the 100 kW dc-dc converter, as presented in
Figure 13. A MFT no load test was considered in order to evaluate the magnetizing inductance. In the
no load test, the VSC1 operates normally with 1200 Vdc input voltage and the AC terminals of the
VSC2 are disconnected. The circuit diagram of the experimental setup is equivalent to the one used
in the simulation that is presented in Figure 9. The test was performed at an ambient temperature
of 25 ◦C. The MFT temperature was measured nearly equal to the ambient as the test lasts for a few
minutes only.
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5.2. No Load Test Experimental Results

The measured waveform of the MFT T2 no load current is presented in Figure 14. The simulated no
load current from the previous section is plotted for the comparison. Generally, quite a good fit between
the simulation and the measurement is observed. Some minor differences are discussed hereafter.
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There are some high frequency oscillations present in the measurement. They are due to the
parasitic capacitance of the windings that have not been modelled. This could be improved by adding
the winding self and mutual capacitances into the model. However, the simulation time would
increase significantly.
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There are some differences in the current amplitude of different phases. As it has been presented
in Figure 7, the B(H) is not strictly the same for the whole core. Since in the simulation, the authors
have assumed a single equivalent B(H), then it seems normal to observe some differences in the
measured currents.

Moreover, there might be some differences due to the fact that the simulation model assumes
the anhysteretic B(H). In Figure 6, one can see that the measured equivalent B(H) is hysteretic, thus
it may influence the shape of the current waveform, in particular, the corresponding ascending and
descending slopes of the current.

Finally, the RMS current error is within 10% and the authors consider this acceptable. If the
datasheet B(H) was used (Figure 7), then the RMS current error would reach approximately 500%. This
experimental result proves the validity of the measured equivalent B(H).

6. Scaling of Relative Permeability

The approach presented in the previous paragraphs has limited usage in the MFT design
process since it is based on the measurement on a physical device. This limits the practical usage to
post-manufacturing analysis or to a new design of a similar transformer. In this section, an approach
based on a simple count of perpendicular parasitic air gaps is proposed.

In the MFT design process from scratch, when evaluating the performance of isolated dc-dc
converters, one is usually interested in the magnetizing inductance at the nominal B(H) operating point.
This is usually below the B(H) saturation, so the anhysteretic curve from Figure 7 can be linearized as
presented in Figure 15.
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From Figure 3, we can count the number of perpendicular parasitic air gaps along the magnetic
path. This equals to 10 and 14 for T2 and T1 respectively. The core used for the datasheet measurement
had zero air gaps. The value of datasheet linearized relative permeability, which equals µr0 = 5300, is
read from Figure 15. Thus, the equivalent relative permeability ratio Kµ of the multi air gap core can be
calculated with:

Kµ =
µr

µr0
(10)

where µr is the equivalent relative permeability defined in Figure 15 for T1 or T2. The equivalent
relative permeability ratio is plotted in Figure 16 as a function of a number of parasitic air gaps.
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In addition, an exponential interpolation is proposed allowing to estimate the equivalent relative
permeability for any high power ferrite core MFT with a similar core assembly. The exponential
interpolation function is defined as:

Kµ(n) = e−0.155n (11)

where n is the number of perpendicular parasitic air gaps along the magnetic flux path.
This function was validated with the experimental B(H) measurement on two single-phase multi

air gap (MAG) transformers presented in Appendix B. The MAG4 transformer has four air gaps and
MAG6 has six air gaps. Both use the same I-cores as T1 and T2. The resulting ratios are displayed in
Figure 16 and it can be seen that for MAG4 the ratio is slightly higher than the exponential interpolation.
This is normal because for this transformer the I-cores were carefully selected to minimize the parasitic
air gaps and the core assembly is simpler compared to the three-phase MFT. However, a general trend
of the equivalent relative permeability ratio is clearly observed even if the four MFT prototypes involve
different technologies and different manufacturers.

Furthermore, a simple reluctance model of the magnetic core neglecting the fringing effect is
considered according to [35]. The total magnetic circuit reluctance can be related to the sum of the
I-core and air gap reluctances as:

lm
µ0µrAc

= n
lI

µ0µr0Ac
+

la
µ0Ac

(12)

where lm is the average magnetic circuit length, lI is the length of the I-core, la is the average air gap
length, and Ac is the average cross-section of the core. Assuming that the average magnetic circuit
length lm is equal to n·lI, then it can be found the relative average air gap length la/lm defined as:

la
lm

=
1
µr
−

1
µr0

(13)

Considering an ideal core assembly, where the average air gap length la equals n times the known
individual air gap length lg, the relative average air gap length la/lm is a linear function of n:

la
lm

=
lg

lm
n (14)
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In Figure 17, these linear functions are presented for four transformers T2, T1, MAG4, and MAG6.
It was verified that the individual air gap length lg changes between prototypes. However, considering
the proposed exponential interpolation (11), the effective relative average air gap length is a nonlinear
function of n as presented in Figure 17. This is due to the fact that the I-core is not an ideal rectangular
cuboid and its dimensions vary from one sample to another. As a consequence, the mechanical
assembly of the core gets more difficult when a large number of I-cores is assembled.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 20 
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(solid lines), and the relative average air gap length calculated based on the proposed exponential
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The proposed approach can be used in scaling the datasheet B(H) for a finite element simulation,
in the rapid estimation of transformer magnetizing inductance or in evaluating the size of the average
air gap length. The magnetizing inductance can be estimated based on the magnetic reluctance model
according to:

Lm = Kµ(n)
µ0µr0N2Ac

lm
(15)

where N is the primary/secondary number of turns. It shall be mentioned that the proposed estimation
is meant to provide an order of magnitude of the magnetizing inductance. This shall be sufficient when
evaluating the performance of isolated dc-dc converters. However, the proposed scaling function
could be further validated with a large number of MFT prototypes with different types of I-cores and a
different number of parasitic air gaps.

7. Conclusions

The analysis of the effective permeability and average air gap length in multi air gap ferrite
core three-phase medium frequency transformer was presented. The calculation of the magnetizing
inductance in multi air gap ferrite core MFT based on core material datasheet leads to significant errors.
This may impact the design of isolated dc-dc converters as the magnetizing inductance influences
their performance.
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The measurement of the equivalent B(H) and the equivalent permeability for two three-phase
MFT prototypes was presented. The measured equivalent B(H) was used in a finite element simulation,
giving good results when compared to a 100 kW dc-dc converter no load operation. The use of the
anhysteretic B(H) gives satisfactory results within 10% error compared to the experiment.

This article demonstrates that the equivalent magnetic permeability and the average air gap length
of the multi air gap ferrite core MFT are nonlinear functions of the number of air gaps. An empirical
scaling function is proposed for the rapid estimation of the magnetizing inductance in the multi air
gap MFT. In fact, the relative average air gap length increases with the number of parasitic air gaps
due to the increasing difficulty in mechanical assembly of the core. The proposed scaling function can
be used in the design of isolated dc-dc converters using 25 mm × 25 mm × 100 mm I-cores or similar,
based on the core material datasheet and a number of parasitic air gaps.

The measured or scaled equivalent B(H) can also be used in the equivalent circuit simulation
instead of finite element simulation. This would allow more convenient simulations as well including
the winding capacitance. The measured B(H) can be further utilized in the simulations taking into
account the hysteresis. This work shall be further extended taking into account the influence of the
temperature since the ferrite relative permeability depends on the temperature. The proposed scaling
function could be further validated with a large number of MFT prototypes with different types
of I-cores and a different number of parasitic air gaps in order to determine the uncertainty range.
The experimental validation of the influence of the magnetizing inductance on the performance of
three-phase isolated dc-dc converters is recommended.
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Appendix A

In Figure A1, two example views of the ferrite core assembly are presented where the perpendicular
and longitudinal parasitic air gaps can be observed up to about 0.5 mm. In each assembly, 4 randomly
selected I-cores are aligned along a calliper on a flat surface. The I-cores are assembled tight together so
that even if there is an air gap on the visible surface then there is somewhere a direct contact between
the neighbour I-cores. In the 3-phase MFT core assembly, composed of tens of I-cores, the air gaps are
even larger due to the cumulating I-core misalignments.
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Figure A1. Two assemblies of 4 randomly selected 3C90 ferrite I-cores showing the perpendicular
parasitic air gap and the longitudinal parasitic air gap measuring up to about 0.5 mm.

Appendix B

The core assemblies of the single-phase multi air gap MFTs are presented in Figure A2. The MAG4
has 4 and the MAG6 has 6 perpendicular parasitic air gaps along the magnetic flux path. The MAG4 is
detailed in [58].
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